
Floors as unique as you are





We at KAARA are dedicated to providing high-quality wooden flooring solutions 
for your home or business. With years of experience in the industry, we pride 
ourselves on delivering exceptional service and unparalleled craftsmanship. 
We use only the finest quality wood to create durable and beautiful flooring 

solutions that will stand the test of time. We pride ourselves on offering a wide 
range of wood flooring options to suit every taste and budget.  

 
We understand that every customer is unique. That’s why we offer a wide range 

of customization options to help you create the perfect look for your space. From 
different wood species and finishes to unique patterns and designs, we can help 

you bring your vision to life.

At our core, we believe that wood flooring is more than just a decorative element 
in your home or business; it’s an investment that adds value and beauty to your 

property. That’s why we go above and beyond to ensure that every client receives 
top-notch products.

ABOUT US



European oak, is a native of various European countries. American oak timber is 
known for its clean, uniform appearance and straighter, subtle grain patterns. For 
this reason, the boards work particularly well if you want to create an invariable 
look with no added character.

Indonesian teak is very durable and resilient. With proper maintenance, it can last 
for several decades without becoming damaged. It’s resistant to regular wear 
and tear, and ages gracefully. The grain, pattern and color stand out even after 
years of use and gentle care, which makes Indonesian teak furniture a popular 
choice. 

American Walnut embodies the richness of chocolate mixed with slight 
undertones of red wine. A modern twist on classic shades, this boldly confident 
color brings a sense of rich luxury. American Walnut vividly transforms and 
highlights wood with depth and artful sophistication.

Burma border produces teaks which are known as Burma teak wood. Burma teak is 
naturally durable and has great shape retention. It can give an aesthetic appeal and 
a royal look to your furniture. Also, as it is one of the strongest and most durable wood. 

But daily care can make the Burma products have a longer life span.

Merbau is an exotic timber species native to Asia. The wood is brown, heavy and hard. 
It is a very durable wood, suitable for uses that require resistant materials: it is used in 

particular for the construction of industrial flooring, as well as for hydraulic works.

Cumaru, also known as Brazilian Teak or Golden Teak, is a naturally durable Brazilian 
timber with a density similar to Ipe. Its consistent golden brown color. It not only lasts a 
long time, but has the beauty of an interior hardwood. It outlasts other popular wood 

decking species such as treated Pine, Cedar, Redwood and Douglas Fir.



Engineered wood flooring consists of two or more layers of wood adhered 
together to form a plank. Typically, engineered wood flooring uses a thin layer 
(lamella) of a more expensive wood bonded to a core constructed from cheaper 
wood.

Balau hardwood is a structural hardwood typically used in both internal and 
external applications. It will typically come in a reddish-brown to purple-brown 
colour once treated and seasoned. It is also typically known as Red Balau or 
Yellow Balau depending on its treatment.

Cherry wood is the wood that comes from cherry fruit trees. Species of cherry 
trees are found in Europe, Asia, and in the United States. The most popular species 
for woodcraft is Black Cherry wood.

Ipe wood (also known around the world as a Brazilian walnut) is a very strong , beautiful 
and gracefully-aging wood from South America that is part of a Handroanthus genus 

of flowering plants in the family of Bignoniaceae.

Asian Walnut, or Acacia as it is sometimes called, is a very tough little tree common to 
the aridest areas of Southeast Asia, India, Africa, and Australia. Its unique grain pattern 
makes it a perfect choice for open concept rooms and interior spaces. The wood’s 
distinctive grain pattern, large swirls, and loose grain structure give it one of the most 

unique appearances of any wood species.

Bamboo wood is environmentally friendly, natural and stronger than most hardwood 
in the market. A stunning invention, Bamboowood offers the sheen, durability and 
luxurious finish of hardwood—but without the ecological damage. Its beauty and finish 

lend a resplendent aura of opulence to any residence.







COLLECTION

SOLID WOODEN FLOORING

CHEVRON FLOORING HERRINGBONE FLOORING

ENGINEERED FLOORING PARQUET FLOORING LAMINATE FLOORING



SOLID WOODEN FLOORING
Solid wood flooring is a classic and timeless choice for any home 
or business. It’s made from natural wood, which gives it a warm 

and inviting look and feel that’s hard to match with any other 
type of flooring. 

 
Solid wood flooring is o a durable and long-lasting option. KAARA 

solid wood flooring comes in 18mm thickness. There are many 
different types of wood species, colors, and finishes to choose 

from, which means that you can customize your hardwood 
flooring to fit your unique style and preferences. Some popular 

wood species for hardwood flooring include oak, American 
walnut, Asian walnut, Merbau, teak among others.
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Strand woven bamboo flooring is made 
by compressing bamboo fibres under 
extreme heat and pressure. This gives 

strand woven bamboo flooring its great 
strength and durability

Strand woven bamboo
flooring



KAARA Engineered wooden flooring is a modern and versatile 
flooring option that combines the natural beauty of wood with 

the durability of modern materials. It’s made from a 3mm layer 
of real wood veneer that’s bonded to a strong and stable pine/

ply wood base, giving it the look and feel of solid hardwood 
flooring while also being more resistant to moisture, expansion. 

 
Engineered wooden flooring comes in a wide range of designs in 
addition to the classic plank look such as chevron, herringbone 
and parquet among others. Whether you prefer the classic look 
of oak or the exotic look of teak, there’s an engineered wooden 

flooring option that’s right for you.

ENGINEERED FLOORING
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Herringbone Flooring is one of most popular form of parquetry 
in use today.Distinctively recognised by an arrangement of 
rectangles, resembling the bones of a fish. The name comes 

from a fish called a Herring. Truly inspired by nature, the classic 
Herringbone pattern is sure to make a statement when laid.
Herringbone patterned floors are created by staggering the 
planks in a zigzag pattern. Herringbone flooring except the 

classic way can be installed in other ways as well.

HERRINGBONE
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Chevron wooden flooring is a modern, geometric patterned 
flooring that is similar to herringbone flooring but with a slightly 

different pattern. The planks in chevron flooring are cut at 
a 45-degree angle and laid in a continuous zigzag pattern, 

creating a V-shape that points in the same direction.. Once laid, 
The opposite ends of the plank mirror the cut so that the pattern 

is repeated across the floor or wall.  
Chevron is one of the most trending flooring designs and is here 

to stay. 

CHEVRON
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Parquet is a type of wood flooring that is created by arranging 
small wooden slats in specific patterns. It is traditionally a type of 
wood flooring made by laying wooden tiles in a pattern to create 

a variety of striking geometric designs. Also known as mosaic 
flooring, various woods are cut into tiles of a range of shapes: 
squares, diamonds, triangles and rhombuses. These patterns 
are distinct and repeated throughout the entire flooring area. 
Originally, parquet wood flooring was installed one piece at a 

time. This process has now been updated to accommodate tile 
forms of parquet. These tiles are made of wooden slats bonded 

together by a backing material which makes it easy and quick to 
install & maintain.

PARQUET
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LAMINATE FLOORING
KAARA Laminate wood flooring is a versatile and affordable 

flooring option that mimics the look of real hardwood flooring. 
It’s made up of multiple layers, including a durable wear layer, 

a printed design layer that resembles natural wood, and a 
high-density fibreboard (HDF) core that provides stability and 

strength. 
 

One of the main benefits of laminate wood flooring is its 
affordability. It’s typically less expensive than real hardwood 

flooring, making it a great option for those on a budget. Plus, its 
easy installation process means that it can also save you money 

on installation costs.
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*Printed illustrations of design may vary in colour from the original product


